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Abstract

Modern machine learning algorithms typically require large
amounts of labeled training data to fit a reliable model. To
minimize the cost of data collection, researchers often em-
ploy techniques such as crowdsourcing and web scraping.
However, web data and human annotations are known to ex-
hibit high margins of error, resulting in sizable amounts of
incorrect labels. Poorly labeled training data can cause mod-
els to overfit to the noise distribution, crippling performance
in real-world applications. In this work, we investigate the vi-
ability of using data augmentation in conjunction with semi-
supervised learning to improve the label noise robustness of
image classification models. We conduct several experiments
using noisy variants of the CIFAR-10 image classification
dataset to benchmark our method against existing algorithms.
Experimental results show that our augmentative SSL ap-
proach improves upon the state-of-the-art.

Introduction
Often times, large-scale datasets are collected using meth-
ods that sacrifice quality in pursuit of quantity – for in-
stance, the CIFAR-10/100 datasets contain internet pho-
tos tagged by paid student volunteers at the University of
Toronto (Krizhevsky and Hinton 2009). Although cost effi-
cient, internet data and human labels are often inaccurate,
inevitably resulting in many noisy labels. Noisy datasets can
be problematic for machine learning models, as they can eas-
ily overfit to the noise distribution of the training set or fail
to converge at all (Zhang et al. 2016).

To combat these issues, several methods have been pro-
posed. The most common approach to learning with noisy
labels (LNL) is loss correction (LC), where the loss func-
tion is modified to better handle noisy labels (Song et al.
2020). Another active field of research that shows poten-
tial for LNL is semi-supervised learning (SSL), where noisy
samples are detected using LC and repurposed as unlabeled
data for pseudo-labeling (Song et al. 2020).

In this work, we analyze the effect of data augmentation
on noise tolerant models and propose an approach to take
advantage of augmented samples for semi-supervised LNL.
Benchmarks on noisy versions of the CIFAR-10 dataset
demonstrate up to an 11.5% increase in absolute accuracy.
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Related Work
Filtering Noisy Samples
When training models on noisy data, incorrectly labeled
samples must first be filtered out. Previous works have
shown that neural networks tend to learn correctly labeled
samples more quickly than incorrect ones (Arpit et al. 2017)
– using this empirical property, many methods treat sam-
ples with low loss as clean data. Among these methods, Co-
teaching (Han et al. 2018) and Co-teaching+ (Yu et al. 2019)
train two divergent networks, where each network curates
samples with low loss for the other to train on. Training two
models that supervise each other effectively prevents confir-
mation bias, where a model accumulates mistakes over time
(Tarvainen and Valpola 2017).

Semi-Supervised Learning with Label Noise
One major drawback of filtering noisy samples is that the
amount of data available to the model is dramatically re-
duced. To combat this issue, more recent methods such as
DivideMix (Li, Socher, and Hoi 2020) merge SSL with the
two-model supervision architecture. Similar to Co-teaching
and Co-teaching+, DivideMix trains two models that select
clean data pools for each other. At each epoch, a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) is fit to classify between clean and
noisy samples based on their loss. Then, the detected noisy
samples are used to train the two networks with the state-
of-the-art MixMatch SSL algorithm (Berthelot et al. 2019).
Over time, most, if not all unlabeled samples are converted
into accurately labeled data, increasing the dataset size and
improving overall performance (Li, Socher, and Hoi 2020).

Methods
MixMatch, the SSL algorithm used in DivideMix, employs
a regularization technique called consistency regularization
(CR). CR essentially encourages the model to output the
same predictions for several augmented variations of a given
sample. More formally, basic CR is implemented by adding
the following term to the loss:

‖pmodel(y | Aug(x); θ)− pmodel(y | Aug(x); θ)‖22 (1)

where Aug(x) randomly augments sample x (Berthelot
et al. 2019). Note that Aug(x) is a stochastic transforma-
tion, resulting in unique values for pmodel(y | Aug(x); θ).
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50% Noise 90% Noise
Momentum 0.9

Weight Decay 0.0005
Batch Size 64

Epochs 250

Learning Rate
{
0.02 n < 150

0.002 n ≥ 150

Augmentations

Phorizontal flip = 0.5
Prandomcontrast = 0.5
Pshift scale rotate = 0.8
Prandombrightness = 0.5
Phue saturation value = 0.9

Other α = 4, T = 0.5,M = 2, nwarmup = 10
λu = 25, τ = 0.5 λu = 50, τ = 0.5

Table 1: Parameter values used for evaluating our method.

To adapt MixMatch for the two-model architecture, Di-
videMix replaces the pmodel(y | Aug(x); θ) terms in (1)
with predictions on unlabeled samples from each model:

‖p− pmodel(x; θ)‖22 (2)

where pmodel(x; θ) is the mean output of one network given
light augmentations of an unlabeled sample x (flip/shift),
and p is the other network’s mean sharpened output given
the same augmentations of x (Li, Socher, and Hoi 2020).

Although the CR term used by DivideMix shown in (2)
effectively leverages mislabeled samples as unlabeled data,
the two models are only encouraged to output similar predic-
tions given an identical set of images, neglecting consistency
across separate augmentations. To solve this problem, our
proposed method generates two unique sets of augmented
images given a common input image, each of which are sep-
arately fed to the two divergent networks. More concretely,
we replace (2) with the following:

‖pmodel1(Aug(x); θ1)− pmodel2(Aug(x); θ2)‖22 (3)

With this change, (3) encourages the two models to output
similar predictions given two separately augmented sets of
x. In summary, our modified loss rewards consistency across
augmentations of a given sample, improving generalization.

Preliminary Evaluation and Results
To compare our method against existing techniques, we
trained an 18-layer PreAct ResNet CNN (He et al. 2016) on
the CIFAR-10 dataset (Krizhevsky and Hinton 2009) at 50%
and 90% symmetric noise. We used nearly identical hyper-
parameters as DivideMix (Li, Socher, and Hoi 2020). Values
are shown in Table 1.

Our preliminary experimental results are shown in Table
2. At both 50% and 90% noise, our training method im-
proves the accuracy of the model; however, our method ev-
idently has a more significant impact on accuracy at 90%
noise. Our approach decreases the error rate by 9.3% and
47.9% at 50% and 90% noise, respectively. The improve-
ment at 90% noise is substantial, outperforming the state-
of-the-art by a margin of 11.5% in absolute accuracy.

50% Noise 90% Noise
Standard Cross Entropy 79.4% 42.7%
Co-teaching+ (Yu et al.) 85.7% 47.9%

DivideMix (Li, Socher, and Hoi) 94.6% 76.0%
Our Method 95.1% 87.5%

Table 2: Results on CIFAR-10 with 50% and 90% noise.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced a novel semi-supervised train-
ing procedure that implements data augmentation to im-
prove performance when learning with noisy labels. Results
from benchmarks on the CIFAR-10 dataset show that our ap-
proach improves upon the state-of-the-art for LNL at vary-
ing levels of symmetric label noise.

For future work, we are interested in using additional
datasets such as CIFAR-100 and Clothing-1M, experiment-
ing with asymmetric noise, and exploring more advanced
augmentation techniques including generative and learned
augmentations. We hope that our contributions can pave the
way for further improvements in label noise robustness.
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